Ceiling Wiring Duct

Information about Panasonic Factory Line systems

Introduction of Factory Line Systems

is available at:

https://panasonic.net/ecosolutions/ecm/ffs/products/factorylinesystem/index.html
Power can be
obtained anywhere
along on the line

Easy to add or
move plugs

Factories

Schools

Power can be obtained from the optimal location
following changes in an assembly line layout.

Factory Line 100

Two circuits can be supplied simultaneously from
a single duct, making it possible to connect more
devices and keeping the floor clearer.

Panasonic Factory Line

Factory Line 20

Enables flexible power
supply from the ceiling.

* Note that the contents of this webpage are constantly being
changed and updated.

Specification drawings, operation and installation manuals can also be downloaded.

Catalog also available

Factory Line system catalog
In addition to the product lineup, installation procedures are also described.

Ceiling wiring ducts capable of providing power for lighting and driving.
Layouts can be changed simply by reconnecting plugs,
which allows you to reduce effort and cost significantly, without requiring comprehensive rewiring.

Retail stores

In addition to its high functionality, the design also allows
simple wiring and coordinates well with the ceiling.

Factory Line 30

[Others]

Research institutes and laboratories
Many small capacity power supplies with different voltages and
frequencies can be provided from a single duct (Factory Line 30).
Please contact ............

Data centers
Capable of supplying power to both 200 V and 100 V devices

Panasonic Corporation
Eco Solutions Company

on server racks. No need for wiring space under the floor
thanks to power supply from the ceiling (Factory Line 200).

Power Components Business Unit
■ Oﬃce・Factory: 1048, Kadoma Osaka 571-8686, Japan

Offices
Can be used for power supply to OA devices such as VDTs. Device

■ Telephone

: +81-6-6909-7512

■ Facsimile

: +81-6-6908-2179

Revolutionary
idea for flexible
power supply

Easy to add or
move plugs

Easy to add or move plugs;
suitable for environments where
layouts are changed frequently

Simplifies not only the wiring
Wires strewn across
the floor can be eliminated;
also effective in prevention of
tripping and falling

extension or relocation can also be handled easily (Factory Line 30).
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* Pictures are only for reference.

but also the ceiling,
with the function to provide
"three-phase and single-phase"
or "single-phase two circuits"
simultaneously

Various facilities and environments can be supported flexibly using our Factory Line.

Conventionally...

"Isn't it difficult to move power supplies for each layout?"

Conventionally...

"Are wires running neatly along the floor?"

Wide lineup range

When power is supplied by cables, additional relocations are required

Wires cluttered on the floor may be tripped over or

"Strewn wires are also undesirable in terms
of appearance, aren't they?"

every time a change is made to a production line.

may cause shorting if punctured by metal chips.

Cluttered cables are not only visibly unattractive but also get dusty easily.

With Panasonic Factory Line

With Panasonic Factory Line

Rewiring is not required even after
a change inside the manufacturing line.

Main duct units of Factory Line systems are available in six types according
to the type and capacity of the power supply. By combining these systems,
you can easily create a flexible wiring system suited to your production line.

With Panasonic Factory Line

No risk of tripping over or damaging
a cable on the floor.

Simplifies wiring and appearance.
Effective for productivity improvement.

For drive power

Conventionally...

Plug-in duct capable of providing a three-phase
large capacity load power supply.

Factory Line 400

400
Large capacity duct capable of providing a
three-phase or single-phase three-wire
drive power supply.

Basic

Basic

advantages

advantages

Layouts can be changed
simply by reconnecting
plugs, significantly reducing
effort and cost.

Wiring from the ceiling keeps
the floor neatly sorted.
Plugs with breakers can
provide safety in the
event of unforeseen
emergencies.

Ceiling and floor are
kept in order.
Also appealing during
factory tours.

Additional

advantages

Additional

advantages

advantages
Breaker-equipped plug

Power supplies can be relocated or

Breaker built-in type plugs allow you to

Both a three-phase power supply and a

added easily by removing,

position branch breakers together at the

single-phase power supply can be provided from

connecting, or adding plugs

side of main unit, and to do wiring work

a single duct simultaneously. Drive, electrical

through simple operations such as

without distribution panel board. You

outlet, and lighting power supplies can be

can enjoy simple operation & design.

handled with a single line, simplifying the entire

using levers and turning.

Factory Line 200

Factory Line 100/60

Factory Line 30

wiring plan (Factory Line 100/60).

Drive

Light

Electrical outlet

Feed-in cap
Terminal plug with
breaker

 Three-phase power supply (200 A max.),
one circuit with breakerExternal power
supply
equipped plugs
Factory Line 200
Distribution
panel
Terminal plug
with breaker

Feed-in cap
Terminal plug

Factory Line 30

 Three-phase power supply
(100 A max.)
Can be used
 Single-phase power supply simultaneously
(20 A max.)
External
power
with breaker-equipped plugs
supply

Factory Line 100

100
Multipurpose duct capable of simultaneously
providing both three-phase and
single-phase power supplies

Distribution
panel
Terminal plug
with breaker

Feed-in cap
Terminal plug

Factory Line 30

 Three-phase power supply
(60 A max.)
Can be used
 Single-phase power supply simultaneously
(20 A max.)
External
with breaker-equipped plugs
power
supply

60

For small-scale
branch lines

Additional

Multipurpose duct capable of simultaneously
providing both three-phase and
single-phase power supplies

Distribution
panel
Terminal plug
with breaker
Factory Line 100/60/30

Factory Line 60

For branch lines

advantages

For main and branch lines

200

Basic

 Three-phase power supply (400 A max.),
External power
one circuit with breakersupply
equipped plugs

Four-wire duct capable of providing either one
three-phase circuit or simultaneously two
single-phase circuits.

30
Duct for small-scale branching.
Capable of providing one single-phase
power supply circuit.

20

Distribution
panel
Terminal plug
with breaker

Feed-in cap
Terminal plug

Factory Line 30

 Three-phase power supply, one circuit
(30 A max.)
 Single-phase power supply, two circuits
(30 A max.)
Factory Line 30

External power supply

Distribution
panel
Terminal plug

 Single-phase power supply (20 A max.)

Factory Line 20

External power supply

Distribution
panel
Electrical outlet plug

